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Charge-density-wave (CDW) transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) are materials of historic interest 

[1] which have seen a resurgence in attention following successful exfoliation to few layer thicknesses 

[2]. These charge density waves mediate metal-insulator transitions and compete with superconductivity. 

Previous work has revealed dopants, pressure, temperatures, and electrical biases can manipulate the 

transition between CDW phases [3]–[5]. Cooling across the transition temperature (Tc) in 1T-TaS2, causes 

a reshaping of the CDW and its associated periodic lattice distortions (PLDs) that results in a resistivity 

change. When reduced to low dimensions (< 10 nm), 2D CDW resistivity changes offer new mechanisms 

for electronic switching and nonvolatile memory[5]. Although various techniques have been demonstrated 

to manipulate charge order, a fundamental understanding is still lacking, and the methods used are 

incompatible with device fabrication. Mounting evidence indicates that nanoscale spatial inhomogeneity 

between competing phases plays a fundamental role in complex electronic systems quite broadly. In this 

work we use high-resolution scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) to measure lattice 

distortions concomitant with CDWs and correlate their structure with electronic and temperature control 

to unveil the microscopic nature of charge ordered phases in thin van der Waals materials. 

Here, S/TEM is correlated with electrical and temperature measurements on nanostructured CDW devices 

to provide a microscopic understanding of the metal-to-insulator transitions that accompany 

commensuration of charge waves with the underlying lattice. Our work stabilizes 2D charge density waves 

down to low-temperature (93K) and correlates their electronic properties with atomic structure[5,6]. 

Figure 1 shows the atomic structure of the commensurate CDW lattice in ultrathin 1T-TaS2. In a charge 

ordered bulk oxide, we recently found that a phase change in charge ordered materials is not described by 

an incommenseration of the CDW with the underlying lattice, but rather associated with local phase-shifts 

in the CDW wavevector causing degradation of long-range CDW order[7,8]. We report similar behavior 

in TaS2, however additional disorder—such as polytype transformations, stacking order, and CDW 

structure—can dramatically impact electronic resistivity both in-plane and out of plane. Figure 2 shows 

the device structure of a TaS2 flake and two resistance curves taken from a single crystal (pink) and a 

crystal with disordered stacking and bong coordination (blue)—illustrating noticeably different resistance 

and phase transitions [9]. 
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Figure 1. PLD ordering and atomic resolution STEM imaging of thin commensurate phase 1T- TaS2. 

(left) Within a layer, the commensurate PLD / CDW contains 13 Ta sites in a hexagonal supercell (sulfur 

not shown). (right) At 95K the commensurate structure is visible in HAADF images of thicker exfoliated 

flakes suggesting at least partial ordering of the CDW in the out-of-plane direction. The superlattice is 

highlighted by a blue parallelogram with 1.2 nm sides. Figure adapted from [6]. 

 
Figure 2. Resistance as a function of temperature for TaS2 devices. a) In-plane resistance measurement 

of pristine flake (pink) shows expected CDW behavior with two phase transitions. However, disordered 

stacking and bond coordination (blue) causes dramatically different electronic behavior. 
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